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About This Game
An evil alien has invaded the planet and has been conducting sinister experiments on the world's inhabitants. When word
reaches Mr. Triangle, he will once again rise to the challenge of protecting his home. On his journey he'll fight evil mutated
vegetables with his friends, Jojo the ape, Gary the magician gator, and Marvin the rocket manatee! Throughout your quest to rid
the world of the self proclaimed Mastermind of Evil, Mr. Triangle and his friends will learn about the ancient history of the
planet in hopes of gathering the strength to send the alien menace back where he came from!
Mr. Triangle's Adventure is a classic RPG with a massive world to explore. Each character has vital abilities, emphasizing the
power of teamwork. Boss battles have intricate patterns that you will need to figure out if you hope to get closer and closer to
Mastermind as well.
Brand new side content will be developed and made available for free with purchase.
Powered by OHRRPGCE.
Press Ctrl + J to configure a Joystick.
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mr. triangle's adventure
Can't access it.. What a nice addition this is - and for the sale price it's a no brainer. Smooth ride, nice sounds (especially after
you add in the AP pack), and a pleasure to drive.. Gravel is a very entertaining ride.
It looks good and feels generally good. From the bit that I did play, it was entertaining enough.
Cutscenes are unskippable though, and the menu will often not allow you to exit until only very specific points.
Worst of all however is that the controls configuration is very limited, not allowing you to bind certain commands to certain
buttons or analogue sticks. Custom keybinds is a must these days, otherwise it's pretty much a dealbreaker.. Personally I think
this tool needs more development, don't get me wrong - I'm going to give it a thumbs up...
The thumbs up I give it is for making this technology available for a decent price - other products which are similar - say like
voxelfarm target enterprises - while this rightly is a cheap by comparison product, it does its job admirably.
The main reason I want to see more development is not because the tool is inadaquet - although some may say its not entirely
artist friendly and perhaps a little unintuitive - but because smooth voxel tools to me always seem inadequate - I've used voxel
toolkits with Landmark, and even had a quick look at some things from voxelfarms impressive suite via screenshare - this tool
captures the essential editing tools, which (in my opinion based drive for improvement) can be better.
Well worth getting right now if you are planning on marching straight into development - my PC (quad core w\/hyperthreading,
760 GTX with 16 Gig Ram + 4 Gig VRam) was barely holding up at some points, but by the time you've finished your project,
this will work smoothly on most customer PCs.... This Game is pretty awesome I had never heard of it. I then watched some
gameplay and bought it. It has a sick campaign and a epic multiplayer and its not your call of duty lame style either. It has
tacticle moves you need to make to complete a mission and a staggaring amount of players allowed in a lobby. You can
customize your character completely and the gameplay is polished and very smooth.. Great game, very interesting story.
Apparently there is a 10th ending to the game also where you clip out of bounds while trying to escape the prision and you fall
into oblivion. I guess ideally that's the best ending since nothing further happens thus there was only one victim.. I seriously
don't understand all the recommendations this game's getting. Yes, the dev is still involved, but the game isn't fun. At least not
yet. Be willing to just sit and look at the computer play the game once you've made land and put up a few buildings. The game's
default save directory is the document's folder. Just avoid until it's out of beta and then take another look.
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Beautiful graphics, nice animations
✓ Cleverly designed levels and puzzles
✓ A good challenge sometimes
✓ Solid game mechanics
✓ ♪ Good soundtrack ♬
✓ Humour
✓ Linux support!. A very solid puzzle-platformer that will test your reflexes. I preferred the pixelated graphics of the first
installment, but the look of this game is nothing to scoff at.. Great time killer.. This is one of the better P&C/HOG's of it's type
I've played in a while. Although the cutscenes were slightly blurry for me, all the other graphics were crisp. The art, gameplay,
storyline, and voice acting were all pretty good. The one exception for me was whenever the Angel character would appear, they
would literally say, "Aaaaannnngeeeelllll..." in a whispered reverb that almost seemed as if they meant it to be comical - except
that it was clear that was not their intent. Although there was some noticable repetition, the hidden object puzzles were decent
w/ about average difficulty. I can only remember a single misnamed object (i.e., "Whistle" that should have been "Scroll"). The
mini games were standard issue. There's plenty of gameplay (i.e., duration) and for once the bonus level wasn't a complete waste
of time. All in all, I give this game a straightforward recommend.
Once I set the desired graphics options via game's menu, it ran well for me on Linux Mint 18 (Wine/PlayOnLinux). I also had to
set the Mint panel to autohide or otherwise it would show even when game was set to fullscreen. The only other noticeable
technical issue I experienced was that the game would sometimes take up to 2 minutes to shut down completely after exiting the
game via its menu. But it always successfully shut down on it's own without me having to xkill Steam. Other than those things, it
played as expected without issue.
PS I almost exclusively play offline. I typically only play online long enough for Steam to allow me to write a review. So Steam
only shows that I played 0.1 hrs although I've played at least 5 hrs and have completed both games.. This game is pretty, meh.
On the whole it feels pretty unpolished -- art is not great, design is basic, sounds are okay.
Gameplay is pretty boring -- roll dice with pips on them and match the numbers to slots. Pretty much it. Dice don't have special
powers or abilities associated with them, and if you roll generally lower than a 4 they're utterly useless. This puts you in
situations that are annoying and frustrating considering you have on average 3 hit points so losing any of them is mostly
devastating. Yes, you can use potions, but they're severely limited in number. The hourglass time mechanic is nonsensical and
useless. Everything chews up time and as an added bonus the very first dungeon has a feature that uses up more time because -reasons. I'd much prefer being able to explore the dungeon and decide when to descend on my own without the pressures of a
push mechanic forcing my hand for no other reason than "the monsters catch up with you". The classes are nearly
indistinguishable from one another -- they vary in stats by one or two dice and have a single heroic dice power that simply
changes how you get the die in the first place.
I did like the dice rolling 3D effect going all over the board, but other than that I'd pass on this one.
tl;dr -- It needs polish, lacks class depth, needs better\/exciting mechanics.
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